CANYON LAKE PROPERTY OWNERS ASSOCIATION
BOARD OF DIRECTORS
CANDIDATE STATEMENT OF BRIAN BOCK

Prior to a few weeks ago, I truly had not thought about running
for CLPOA Board this year. Anyone that knows me, also knows
that for many years my wife literally dissuaded me from doing so
due to the less than civil and unhealthy environment surrounding
past CLPOA elections and the aftermath. This year, after some
concerning local events, and of course, the declaration of an
“emergency” to change the General Rules on “political” postings,
my wife gave her blessing. As a result of her encouragement,
coupled with the fact that numerous Canyon Lake residents have
also summoned me to represent them on the Board, I hereby declare my intention to run for our
CLPOA Board of Directors.
Similarly, last year, I did not desire to create the Canyon Lake September 11th Tribute in Light.
But rather, after a series of incredible events culminating in the scheduled cancellation of the
actual World Trade Center annual tribute, I was inspired to create the Tribute here in Canyon
Lake - to ensure that, at least, we would never forget 9/11.
Other times, whether it was Little League/Pony Baseball, religious congregational boards,
school boards/committees, Canyon Lake committees/clubs/events (e.g., Canyon Lake Lake
Lease Committee) I have been asked to take the helm and serve for the greater good of our
community. Often, such service comes at a price to my family (my wife, our two boys, even our
livelihood), but those sacrifices, I, and my family, are always willing to make when it will help and
support the needs of our community.
I believe I have been called upon not only because I am a lawyer by trade (who has represented
large and small public and private entities), but because I operate in a simple and clear manner
with one basic goal: To Do What is Right and Just in a Pragmatic and Civil Manner (at all
times). First and foremost, we are all neighbors and friends in this one-of-a-kind community Canyon Lake a.k.a., A Little Bit of Paradise - and regardless of the issue, we can and should
never lose that sight.
There are many strong and well-qualified candidates, and fortunately three (3) potential seats to
fill. I am a candidate of integrity, who stands for fairness, transparency, civility and decorum;
who is never afraid of facing difficult discussions and decisions; who will work within legal
parameters; who will strive to always find an amicable solution; who will never sacrifice own
virtue to achieve an end; who will always work tirelessly to bridge gaps and unify; and who will
work every day (and I am sure nights too) to Better Canyon Lake. I now simply ask you to
support me, Brian Bock for Board Director, Canyon Lake POA. Thank you.
Questions/Concerns/Suggestions to improve our Paradise - feel free to contact me at:
bock4poa@yahoo.com

